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Not much going on with the archives.  Putting items back in order and trying to 
consolidate a them little more (27 is a lot of boxes) for the next Archive Coordinator.  
But if you have something you believe needs to be in the Archives, let me know.   
 
Since my time as Archives Coordinator is ending, here’s my last pitch for standing for 
Archives Coordinator.  I found this a good position as my first service at NYN.  I gained 
a greater understanding of NYN and what service is like at the State level (spoiler, just 
like the District and group with a little more commitment).  This position fit my time 
constraints.  It’s a position you can spend a few hours a month on or several if you 
wish (how much do you like to organize �).  I am not the most creative, but did the best 
I could with making displays at the Spring and Fall Assemblies, but didn’t do that 
perfectly either.  As with any service position, you don’t do it alone and you do it the 
best you can.  
 
Here are some things the Archives Coordinator does  

• Store the NYN archives (27 banker boxes, one metal shelf that hold 15 boxes, 
not all boxes are completely full). 

• Prepare display of Archives materials for the Fall and Spring assemblies 
• Determine appropriate items to be kept in the Archives 
• Organize and pare them down as best one can. 
• Answer any questions members may have (maybe got 3 -4 emails requesting 

info) 
• Write monthly article for the Northern Hi Lights (hardest part for me) 

 
Looking forward, digitizing the archive might be something to look into so can pare 
down the number of boxes.  If looking to get into service at NYN, hope you consider 
Archives Coordinator.  You can contact me with any questions you have about the 
position.  
 
Email: archives@nynafg.com 
Other contact info is in NHL, but email is best. 
 
Yours in Service 
Kevin M 


